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"The YouTube videos and Ronalds blog previews gave us all expectations about this album and built the

hype to epic proportions. Ronald smashes past all those expectations and delivers a soulful, energetic

record of thoughtful beats." - Adam Pieniazek 14 MP3 Songs HIP-HOP/RAP: Instrumental Hip-Hop,

ELECTRONIC: Chill out Details: Music Review Michael Ott rustylime.com Ever had one of those

moments that catch you completely off guard? Listening to Ronald Jenkees' debut self titled album does

just that. It instantly commands you to sit up and pay attention. Based on Ronald's Youtube performances

I expected his album would be good, but I didn't expect it to be amazing. Deep inside this cap wearing,

easy-attitude apparent goof-ball lays the soul of an accomplished musician. Who knew the unassuming

geek had it in him? This album could have easily been a series of FL Studio loops with some crazy

keyboard solos layered over top, but thankfully this isn't the case. Instead there are very well thought out

arrangements that could easily satisfy the most discerning of instrumental music aficionados. That said,

the last two of the fourteen tracks (which seem slightly out of place to have been included on this album)

are not instrumental with Ronald's unique rapping ability taking the serious edge away. The most notable

being '56k Rap', where Ronald tells the humorous story of buying a 100mhz Dell with 56k modem and

being the master of the Internet, performed with the attitude of an online gangsta. It works surprisingly

well. The insane improv keyboard solos Ronald is famous for are not featured as heavily as you would

have thought, if his Youtube performances are anything to go by. But that should not by any means

discourage you. The 14 tracks cover a broad range of moods, but Ronald makes no apologies for a

preference towards the easy listening style of 'phat' beats which compliment a well generated

atmosphere. On the subject of atmosphere, there is a movie soundtrack quality to a lot of the tracks, and

if he were interested Ronald could probably forge a career in said arena. It's hard to choose the most

stand out tracks as they all offer something quite unique, but so far 'Loui', 'Gold Spinners', 'Almost

Undamaged' and 'Neptune' are on the highest rotation. If you haven't guessed by now I am quite

enthusiastic about this album, and so I will rank it accordingly: 4.5 stars out of 5.
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